But, what if the race was about invisibility?
Nascar is huge.
From a visual point of view, a Nascar car is a brightly colored automobile
graphically appointed with a number, three to four foot in height on the
side and hood of the car, which is fully visible from anywhere in the
grandstand. Plastered across every possible visible surface you will
find a slew of corporate logos creating a textured promotional camoflaged
coating in highly contrasting hues.
When viewing Nascar, and knowing that these cars can travel 200 mph,

invisiblecar

The basic principle of racing is speed and endurance.

the visual surfaces of these vehicles make them appear to effortlessly slid
and wane around the raceway always remaining in full sight. It’s part of
the game, much like the Lucha Libre wrestler’s in Mexico, who garner
flat-colored masked and outfits that can

be seen, and are distinguishable

from the highest (and cheapest) seats in huge stadiums. Identification is
also part of the game.
This may be a strange time to bring up aesthetics, but how we define

aesthetics is crucial to determining invisibility. My definition of aesthetics
is rudimentary: thinking through all of our senses. For those interested in
Beauty...well, beauty is a cultural interpretation housed in language and
meaning building, which is significant, but often zealous in interpretation
and short on experiential observation.

The haptic

experience is the focal

aesthetic reference.
As the surface of a Nascar car touches the air

friction occurs as it moves

through space. This touching is paramount for determining the success
of anything with mass traveling quickly through space. In the invisiblecar
the same properties exist, but on a much smaller scale. Here the visual
properties of the car suggest another sense of touch: that of the eye
attempting to render the compound-curved surfaces reflecting its
surrounding environment.

Here, no single surface is exposed directly to

the viewer for any length of time, even though the entire surface is fully
articulated and overwhelmed by its immersion in the environment. Here,
the vehicle is out of sight, appearing as something too far in the distance
to visually be obtained or comprehended as form or information, but
somehow we still know it’s out there.
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